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INTRODUCTION 

Air Poree sponsorship of manufacturing technology projects is often 
based on the hope that the results will not only benefit the original 
contractors but also will be transferred to other Air Poree 
contractors. Solle innovations seem to be readily adopted by other 
contractors, but others, though considered likely candidates for 
diffusion among contractors, are rejected for a variety of reasons. An 
understanding of those reasons and the process by which investment 
decisions are made will enable the Air Poree to establish policies and 
procedures to enhance the likelihood of successful technology transfer 
to its contractors. · 

At the request of tbe Air Poree Systems Command (AFSC), the 
Committee on Computer-Aided Manufacturing studied three instances 
involving manufacturing research and development (RliD) projects 
completed under contract to the Air Force. The AFSC supported the 
projects with the understanding that detailed information about them 
would be made available without charge to other Air Poree contractors. 
Each technology was considered by at least two firms other than the 
developer. In one case tbe technology was transferred1 in the other 
two cases the technology bas not been adopted by firms other than the 
developer, at least until this report was prepared in the sulllller of 
1981. 

The conaittee bas examined all three instances as case studies. 
Prom the evidence provided, the conaittee developed a model to describe 
the decision-making process used by potential adopters of innovations. 
Its objectives were to explain why attempted transfers of military
sponsored manufacturing technology succeed or fail and to propose 
changes in contracting procedures to increase the diffusion of such 
technology. 

In the following sections we describe the research procedures used, 
tbe framework for analysis, case study findings, and rec01111endations. 
Detailed case study reports form the three appendices. 

RBSBARCB PROCEDURES 

A list of projects and the outcomes of attempted transfers was 
provided by the AFSC through the Air Force Materials Laboratory 
(AFML). Three cases were selected1 

1 
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1. Bot iaoatatic pressing, 
2. Automatic assembly drilling, and 
3. Advanced composite tape-laying head. 

1. General Electric investigated hot isostatic pressing (RIP) as a 
method to repair castings made of nickel, titanium, almainum, and 
ateel. Several vendors adopted the process. The committee research 
team contacted Howmet and TRW, who are adopters, and also studied 
intra-organizational transfer within General Electric. 

2. Grwmaan had a contract to locate, precision drill, and 
countersink fastener holes by means of an automated drill-head mounted 
on a computer-controlled gantry. Grumman is currently using its 
automatic assembly drilling machine at a low rate of production. 
Though offered the machine, Fairchild and General Dynamics rejected 
it. Northrop discussed buying one but so far has not. The AFML 
considers the outcome of this case to be a failure. Thia judgment is 
based on a limited interpretation of transfer. It does not take into 
account instances where firms used knowledge of the Grwmaan work as a 
foundation for advancing the technology. 

3. General Dynamics was one of several firms under contract to 
develop manufacturing methods for composite production integration 
equipment. The only advanced tape-laying head model currently in 
steady production at General Dynamics is a prototype machine. 
Ingersoll-Rand built a more advanced version for General Dynamics, but 
General Dynamics claims it has not worked reliably. Grumman rejected 
the General Dynamics approach in favor of one designed by L'J!V. 
McDonnell-Douglas might supplement its current broadgoods approach with 
a tape layer in the future, but at present no other company haa adopted 
the General Dynamics concepts. The AFML considers the transfer of the 
tape laying head to be a failure. 

Each case includes an originating organization and at least two 
potential adopters. All told, eight firms have had an active part in 
the three cases. Consultants to the committee, Margaret Graham of the 
Harvard Business School and Clint Stanovsky of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, interviewed key individuals--developera, 
evaluators, and decision makers--at each firm. The parties interviewed 
are shown in the table on the following page. 

FRAMEWORK AND ITS THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 

Figure 1 is the decision-making framework developed for analyzing 
the empirical information. It shows decisions to be made before 
adopting an innovation, considerations that enter into each decision, 
and the research questions raised at each decision point. In general 
the committee conceives of the process as one or more decision-makers 
weighing the perceived risk and perceived leverage of an innovation and 
comparing the outcome to other alternatives. 

2 
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case Study Interviews 

General Electric 
Evendale, Ohio 

Howmet 
Whitehall, Michigan 

General Electric 
Lynn, Massachusetts 

TRW 

Gruman 
Bethpage, Long Island 

General Dynamics 
Forth Worth, Texas 

McDonnell-Douglas 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Northrop 
Los Angeles, california 

Interviewees 

Peter Bailey 
Ernest Kerczinick 
Ken Stalker 

Bill l'reeman 
Don Preston 

Steel Irons 

Jack Alexander 
(now at Precision 
castparts Corp. ) 

John Hubner 
earl Micillo 

James Ashton 
Grant Davis 
Wendall Eliot 

Terry Howick 
Paul Meyer 

Don Stansbarger 

*l. Bot isostatic pressing 
2. Automatic assembly drilling 
3. Advanced composite tape-laying head 

3 

Status* 

Originator of l 

Adopter of 1 

Adopter of l 

Potential adopter 
of l 

Originator of 2 
Potential adopter 

of 3 

Potential adopter 
of 2 

Originator of 3 

Potential adopter 
of 2 

Potential adopter 
of 3 

Potential adopter 
of 2 

Potential adopter 
of 3 
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• 

FIGURE 1 

A STRUCTURE TO EXAMINE MANUFACTURING INNOVATION: WHY ARE INNOVATIONS ADOPTED OR IG.IORED? 

R.ECOGN 
OF N 

I.EC 
OF PO ., 

L.&.Vn ) gD 
FORMULATION OR PURSUE 

DECISION -
/I 

GNITION T HBILITIES I 
I 

'If I 
I STOP 
I 
! 

PERCEIVED 
Complexity Applicability 

Leverage: Pay-off Probability of 
i- cost success (risk) 

1. Was awareness of technical possibilities a sig
nificant help in the decision to pursue an 
innovation? A significant hindrance? 

2. Was need a major determinant? 
3. Were alternatives considered? Was the specific 

innovation rejected in favor of an alternative? 
4. To what extent did the decision-makers proceed 

because of low risk? Because of high leverage? 
To what extent did the decision-makers proceed 
despite high risk? Despite low leverage? 

5. Was the decision making explicit? 

- SELECTION FROM IMPLEMENT .... SUCCESS OR CONTINUE-.. ALTERNATIVES , FAILURE 7 

~ - --' I 
I 
I 
I , If ~ii 
I STOP 

I STOP 

I FEEDBACK • 

EVALUATED 
Applicability 
Risk 
Leverage 

6. Were leverage and risk re-evaluated 7. 
prior to selecting an alternative? 
Did these become more or less impor
tant as implementation became 
illlllinent? 

8. 

ACTUAL 
Applicability 
Leverage 

Did the attempted innovation 
succeed or fail because of 
accurate or inaccurate aaaeaa
ments? because of determined 
or half-hearted pursuit? 
In general, what is the 
relative importance of each of 
the following: awareness of 
technical possibilities, risk 
reduction, perceived need, and 
leverage (payoff in proportion 
to coat)? 
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Tbe initial decision to consider adopting an innovation arises 
from recognition of a need, combined with recognition that a solution 
might be technically feasible. 'l'be decision to pursue the possibility 
or not will be based on perceptions of leverage (payoff relative to 
cost) and risk, tempered by perceptions of complexity and 
applicability of possible solutions. Research questions for this 
portion of the decision-making process area 

• 

• 

• 

Was awareness of technical possibilities a significant help 
in the decision to pursue an innovation? A significant 
hindrance? 

Was need a major determinant? 

Were alternatives considered? Was the specific innovation 
rejected in favor of an alternative? 

• To what extent did tbe decision-makers proceed because of low 
risk? Because of bigb leverage? To what extent did the 
decision-makers proceed despite bigb risk? Despite low 
leverage? 

• Was tbe decision making explicit? 

As the decision-maker approaches the selection of a particular options 

• Were leverage and risk re-evaluated? Did these become more 
or less important as implementation became i .. inent? 

Tbe final portion of the framework shows the decision to implement 
an innovation or not. The success or failure of an implemented 
innovation will provide feedback to future decisions about investments 
in new technology. Questions to ask at that time are: 

• Did the attempted innovation succeed or fail ••• 
- because of (despite) accurate or inaccurate assessments? 
- because of (despite) determined or half-hearted pursuit? 

The CCllllittee does not address tbe last set of questions, its analysis 
ends with the decision to implement or not. In general this report 
seeks to determine tbe relative importance of each of the followings 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Awareness of technical possibilities, 
Risk reduction, 
Perceived need, and 
Leverage (payoff in proportion to cost) • 

A range of interdisciplinary innovation literature bas bearing on 
the characterization of the parties and the techniques in question. 
Tbe industrial buyer behavior studies, for instance, apply diffusion 
research to marketing. Webster and Wind 1 identify five 

5 
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organizational roles (deciders, influencers, buyers, users, and 
gatekeepers) and four key determinants (individual factors, 
interpersonal factors, organizational factors, and environmental 
factors). With these, they correlate several decision stages in the 
buying process. 

Baker 2 offers a leas complicated model that weighs the 
importance of different factors in the buying decision. Bia approach 
baa the virtue of ranking the importance of many of the factors 
identified by Webster and Wind. While bis attempt to weight these 
factors with precision is somewhat suspect, the notion of crude 
ranking makes sense. 

A major factor that distinguishes the Air Force from other users 
of industrial innovation is its non-profit status. Transfer of 
medical technology, then, may be analogous. Gordon and Fisher, in The 
Diffusion of Medical Tecbnol09y, 1 sketch an excellent methodology ~ 
that is similar to those cited earlier but emphasize the primacy of 
performance (or efficacy in the case of drugs) for non-profit 
enterprises. 

Thia study differs from moat previous research on diffusion in 
that it seeks to explain not only the adoption of technology but also 
failure to adopt. Thia approach requires careful definition of the 
potential set of adopters. Another unusual aspect of this study is 
the attempt to characterize each innovation according to its chief 
technical attributes, as well as by the customary set of 
characteristics common to all industrial products.- White and 
Grabam5 characterize a technology according to the core concept, the 
embodiment, the operating characteristics, and the market 
characteristics. The concept of a new technology may be distinguished 
from its embodiment as a candidate for transfer. Not all successful 
transfers require that the embodiment be adoptedr in some cases 
transfer of the concept is all that is intended or desired. 

ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDY FINDINGS 

case studies are presented below in terms of the decision-making 
process at the originating firms and at the potential adopters. The 
cases are described in greater detail in the appendices. 

HIP casting Consolidation Technology 

Originators 

Both General Electric Evendale, which was the AP'ML contractor, and 
Howmet Turbine Components Corporation were originators of the bot 
isostatic pressing (HIP) casting process. Their decisions to pursue 
the technology were baaed on different planned applications. General 

6 
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Electric, as an engine builder for military aircraft, specified in its 
designs castings that used HIP and also used the process to salvage 
unacceptable castings that had been received from vendors. Howmet and 
other parts suppliers used the HIP casting technique to produce 
products and to cut down on the number of castings rejected because of 
unacceptable porosity. 

The HIP casting concept involves the application of high 
temperature and pressure to metal parts that have already been cast. 
The embodiment involves use of an autoclave to accomplish this 
application. The contract that O.neral Electric performed for the 
APML provided for the use of HIP casting on metals used in airplane 
engine construction. The basic concept bad already been demonstrated 
for aluminum castings by Alcoa when General Electric first 
experimented with HIP for casting other metals. Battelle's publicity 
for the technique prompted both General Electric and Howmet to 
consider further development programs. For both companies the 
original benefit of HIP appeared to be casting repair (scrap reduction 
for Howmet and salvage reduction for General Electric) rather than 
product enhancement. 

Decision to Pursue 

General Electric'& Evendale operation was responsible for 
investigating all relevant forms of manufacturing technology, and it 
was Evendale that decided to pursue HIP casting. For General 
Electric, low risk appears to have been the important motivating 
factor in the decision in two respects. First, General Electric was 
able to do its first experiments using an autoclave that was already 
available for its nuclear work. Second, and critically important, the 
APML was willing to fund the project as soon as General Electric bad 
brought the potential benefits and generic appeal of HIP casting to 
the attention of Air Force officials. 

For Howmet low risk also played some part in the decision to 
pursue the technology, because Howmet was able to send early castings 
to Battelle to be processed in its autoclave. But perceived payoff 
seemed to be a stronger motivator for Howmet from the outset. The 
payoff was anticipated not only in terms of the tangible benefits that 
Howmet could realize if HIP casting reduced the scrap rate, but also 
in terms of the enhancement of Howmet's image as an innovator in its 
industry. Accordingly, Howmet investigated the HIP casting process at 
its own expense, avoiding the requirements that accompany government 
support for development. 

The first stage of investigation quickly revealed to both 
companies that HIP casting offered larger benefits than they bad 
perceived at first. The process not only repaired bad castings but 
improved good ones as well. For Howmet this meant a potential 
competitive advantage in its market1 for General Electric it meant the 

7 
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5'08•ibility of hlproved performance in it• engine•. '!be new 
information ll8de tbe adoption deci•ion le•• C011Plicate4 for BowMt and 
more llO for General Blectric. Wbile tbe finding• increaHd tbe 
leverage of HIP ca•ting for &owmet, it -•at tbat General Blec:tric 
Evendale bad to convince tbe engine de•igner• and General Blectric 
Lynn, wbich produced it• engine•, to •pacify HIP-ca•t component• in 
new engine d••ign•. 

Deci•ion to Adopt 

Tb• deci•ion to adopt HIP ca•ting wa• a gradual one for botb 
C011PAni••· With old equipment tbat could be modified, BowMt wa• able 
to te•t it• C01111itllent to the proce•• before investing heavily in new 
autoclave• •pecifically adapted for the new purpose. General Blectric 
could alllO adopt gradually, by testing HIP-cast parts as replac.-nta 
and in prototype• before actually using them in new development 
engine•. 

A8 of 1980, Howllet can be said to have adopted BIP casting fully, 
General Electric provi•ionally. In view of the enhanced leverage 
revealed in the early •tagea of investigation, Bowllet comaitted 
•ub•tantial aua• to purchase an autoclave for HIP in 1975. By 
inve•ting at this ti_, Bowllet anticipated demand and planned to 
develop a market. General Electric Lynn is still evaluating tbe te•t 
data relating to the use of BIP castings as replacements, but there 
are •trong indications that it may soon specify BIP castings for the 
next major group of development engines. 

Other Adopter• 

Other part• •uppliera have adopted BIP castings without cC11111itting 
them•elve• to major investment. The existence of companies that will 
u•e the BIP technique for them has made this possible. TRlf, for 
example, will continue to send out its BIP casting work until the 
volume of demand seems to warrant buying autoclaves for internal use. 
Here, leverage clearly outweighs risk as a motivating factor. 

Finding• from the BIP casting case 

l. The A!ML has termed the hot isostatic pressing contract with 
General Electric a case of successful transfer. Clearly A!ML 
announcement• and conferences, as well as conferences and reports 
generated by private research, have been important in diffusing the 
concept. General Blectric'a contract aeeaa to have bad little to do 
with diffusing the embodiment of the technique. If General Electric 
does decide to specify BIP castings in its next major engine de•ign, 
it will be instrumental in transferring the embodied technique as well. 

8 
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2. In the case of HIP ca•ting, the form of the technological 
embodiment was a factor that promoted diffusion. Although autoclaves 
require significant capital investment, they are separable, stand-alone 
pieces of equipment that can be used with minor llOdifications for a 
variety of tasks. The existence of autoclaves made it possible for 
HIP casting users to try different applications without investing 
heavily ahead of time1 and once a commitment to adopt was made it was 
possible to invest gradually. 

3. An important aspect of the HIP casting process, which may 
account for its successful diffusion, is its benefits when included in 
designs. This aspect of HIP casting secured the support of influential 
design engineers and increa•ed the size of the potential market, while 
allowing a premium to be charged for the product fabricated as a 
result of the technique. 

4. Because of the design implications, the relationship of the 
APML contractor, General Electric, to the potential adopters is 
important in the diffusion process. All suppliers can be expected to 
adopt the process in some way if General Electric specifies the use of 
HIP for cast components for its new engine designs. The timing of 
this diffusion will be closely linked with major new engine 
contracts. For all but conscious pioneers like Howmet, major new 
contracts are likely to trigger the adoption of the new technique. 

Automated Assembly Fixture Drilling 

'l'be motivation for automated assembly fixture drilling was a 
desire to automate labor-intensive and monotonous tasks in airframe 
assembly. This need bad been defined and promoted in several Air 
Force conferences in the early 1970s. Automation in assembly would 
not only reduce cost and improve consistency, but it would reduce 
dependence on trained manual personnel. With the recent appearance of 
minicomputers capable of being operated on the shop floor, the 
enabling technology was at band. Both Grumman and General Dynamics 
chose to pursue concepts related to automated drilling. 

The Air Force Materials L8boratory chose Grumman as its contractor 
to develop and demonstrate automated drilling in preference to General 
Dynamics, which was also competing for the contract. The Grumman 
approach was preferred because it added a scanning mechanism as a 
locating device in addition to the computer control of the drillhead. 

Originator 

The factor that first motivated Grumman to pursue the automated 
drilling technology was its perceived leverage. While Grumman lacked 
a high volume airframe contract to which the technique could be 
applied in the near term, Grumman's Advanced Materials and Development 
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Group bad a standing mandate to explore all potential manufacturing 
cost-reduction opportunities. Grumman saw in the technique a variety 
of potential abort-term payoffs such as chances for quid-pro-quo 
subcontracting, royalties, and demonstration funding from the Air 
Force for technology that bad generic appeal to the industry at large. 

Demonstration of the automated drilling technique entailed 
relatively little risk for Grumman. It was able to show feasibility 
for the equipment by drilling production panels in Plant Twelve where 
the equipment bad originally been developed. Later it wa• able to 
move the same prototype equipment to the A-6 assembly line. VolU11ea 
on the A-6 program were low enough that the prototype aut011ated 
assembly fixture was adequate for the task without llOdification. Tbe 
same piece of equipment could be used to perform the Air Force 
contracts, enabling Grumman to evaluate the economics for both the A-6 
and the A-10 parts. 

Adopters 

Since all airframe manufacture requires drilling nU11eroua bole•, 
the Grumman device was viewed by Grumman and the APML as highly 
generic and potentially transferable to all airframe manufacturers. 
Immediate potential adopters were those companies tooling up for new 
contracts in 1974, Fairchild and General Dynamics. The APML suggested 
that Grumman demonstrate the technique on an F-16 part produced by 
General Dynamics. In the view of the AFML, then, General Dynamics was 
the designated adopter. Other airframe manufacturers monitored the 
development of new techniques but were unlikely to adopt new tooling 
in the middle of a program. Despite the assessment of its general 
quality, the Grumman device baa not transferred to any other company 
as of 1980, though several companies have given it favorable 
evaluations that may result in transfer in the future. 

General Dynamics was one of the first companies to be given a 
demonstration of the automated assembly fixture drilling, even before 
Grumman received APML funding to demonstrate it. General Dynamics bad 
also been pursuing automated drilling, using its own research money. 
Its loss of the development contract to Grumman naturally affected it• 
evaluation of Grumman's approach, but the ultimate decision not to 
adopt the Grumman device was motivated first by high perceived risk 
and secondarily by questionable leverage. The perceived risk in the 
Grumman device derived from two sources--doubtful applicability and 
poor relations between the two companies. Leverage appeared low, not 
only because Grumman proposed to charge substantial royalties, but 
also because the equipment would be costly to replicate at General 
Dynamics in view of the poor communications between the two 
companies. Grumman bad tried unsuccessfully to interest Cincinnati 
Milacron in building the machine, and General Dynamics was unwilling 
to rely on Grumman drawings as the basis for the transfer. In the end 
General Dynamics chose to reject both the Grumman device and it• own 
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earlier approach to automated drilling in favor of a robotic wing 
driller. This device reflected General Dynamic•'• preference for 
lower cost, less dedicated equipment. 

McDonnell was not tooling up when Grumman first demonstrated its 
automated assembly fixture drilling system, though its engineers 
thought the concept bad high potential leverage. After watching 
Grumman's demonstration, McDonnell seriously considered investing in 
the technology. Evaluation of the Grumman approach ultimately 
revealed poor applicability without extensive modification. There was 
high perceived risk in replicating equipment that was not built by a 
machine tool maker. In the end McDonnell also chose to develop its 
own equipment, but, unlike General Dynamics, it chose to adopt certain 
Grumman concepts--in particular, scanning for accuracy of bole 
location. 

Fairchild came closest to actual adoption of the Grumman 
equipment, signing a lease agreement in 1976. In the end insufficient 
leverage prevented the transfer there too, but in Fairchild's case the 
problem was one of timing. Had the Grumman demonstration occurred 
when Fairchild was tooling up for the A-10 instead of a year later, 
Fairchild would probably have adopted the technology. 

In 1977-78 Northrop considered buying a wing drilling system, with 
the understanding that it would oost $250,000. Northrop's 
manufacturing proce•ses group conducted a feasibility study that 
showed a marginally acceptable payback. But when Grumman raised the 
price to $1.2 million, Northrop could no longer anticipate sufficient 
leverage in adopting the system and rejected it on economic grounds. 

Findings from the Aut01111ted Fixture Drilling Case 

1. The APML bas labeled the Grunaan device a case of failed 
transfer, yet it may still attract adopters. The Grumman concepts for 
automating drilling, especially the use of a scanning device for bole 
location, have already been transferred, even though the complete 
embodiment bas not. The demopstration of the Grumman device clearly 
stimulated at least one company, McDonnell, to look at automated 
drilling in assembly for the first time. 

2. Transferring technology into an interrelated system such as 
an assembly operation is bound to require some adaptation. The amount 
of adaptation depends on two factors: the similarity of the products 
being assembled and the similarity of organizational design and 
manufacturing philosophies. Both McDonnell and General Dynamics found 
that the Grunaan device needed significant adaptation for their needs, 
in part because of their higher volumes of production and in part 
because of the different types of drilling required. Fairchild and 
Northrop have production volumes more comparable to Grumman's, and 
their manufacturing philosophies are similar. 
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3. Relation• between the CQllPanies involved in a tran•fer have a 
profound influence on the succes• or failure of adoption. If pa•t 
dealings have been good or if the caapanies are currently involved in 
joint work, such as a subcontracting arrangement, then the process of 
tran•fer is aided. By contrast, if there is a history of previou• 
conflict among the parties to a potential transfer, the perceived ri•k 
of transferring and adapting a technology beeo11e• high. Even very 
thorough reports and demonstrations contain only a fraction of the 
information and know-bow required to transfer a c011plex ellbodiment. 

4. Tbe Grumman device would have been aucb aore likely to spread 
in it• embodied form if a machine tool builder bad replicated the 
device. In cases such as General Dynamics and McDonnell, where 
adoption involves significant adaptation of the original ellbodi .. nt, 
the coats of transfer may well exceed the cost of building equipment 
from scratch. If a machine tool company, with its know-bow and 
warranties, were to produce the equipment, adopters might be willing 
to forgo some adaptations. 

The Advanced Composite Tape-Laying Bead 

Tbe advanced composite tape-laying bead is designed to auto .. te 
the process of fabricating laminated parts from advanced fiber 
c01Dpoaite tape. Composite materials (boron or graphite fibers in a 
resin base) are available in either tape or broadgoods fora. 
Uncertainty concerning the format and cost of the materials baa kept 
production technology fluid over the past 20 years. There are 
numerous materials suppliers, and although there baa been some 
standardization of widths, there are still many different coabinationa 
of material and adhesive systems, each with slightly different 
handling properties. With the additional problellB of storage and poor 
shelf-life, the difficulties of settling on a stable production system 
become enormous. Whether in tape form or in broadgoods the material 
baa to be dispensed, laid up carefully ply on ply, and cut accurately 
in any of several ways, not necessarily in that order. The concept of 
the tape-laying head is the automation of this process for the tape 
format, heretofore an intensely manual process. The tape is 
dispensed, its deposition controlled so there are no gaps or overlaps, 
and then it is sheared evenly and accurately. 

Originator 

When General Dynamics chose to pursue the automation of tape 
laying in the mid-1960& it seemed to all that the price of composite 
materials would decrease and more composites would be used as a 
consequence. Tbe company's first prototype machine gained support 
frOID the APML to develop an improved version built by Conrac. The 
aeries of APML contracts that followed reduced the risk for General 
Dynamics to in~eat in tape-laying aut01Dation but the real motivation 
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was perceived leverage. In the late 1960a General Dynamics planned to 
design a bigb-volWMt, low-coat fighter aircraft, using a01De composite 
part•, and manual production co•ta were considered to be prohibitive. 
The firm projected a need for 15 tape-laying machines in the mid-1970a. 
Since all military aircraft were expected to incorporate c01Dpoaite 
materials in a few years, the AftlL saw the automated tape-layer aa 
highly generic. 

General Dynamics experimented further with the Conrac and other 
improved prototype head•. It adopted and modified its concept in a 
machine built by Inger.oll-Rand for production of the F-16 in 1976. 
In 1977 it began a further AftlL contract to improve the tracking 
capability of the bead, aa well as to introduce flexibility aa to 
length of strip• laid down and veraatility in cutting. Its latest 
AFML contract was designed to perfect the concepts for use in an 
integrated, fully automated composite production system. 

General Dynamics chose to stay with the tape approach, even after 
broadgooda became available, not only because it had already invested 
extensively in tape technology but because it saw tape as the lower 
cost approach (less waste, more versatility, fewer materials control 
problems). The COIDpany placed such importance on low-cost 
.. nufacturing that it was willing to limit the freedom of its 
designers if that were neces•ary. 

Since the time material suppliers made broadgoods available, a 
number of equipment makers that had previously focused on the garment 
industry have entered the aerospace market. Because of the large 
nwaber of competitors in the field, the equipment builders have tended 
to custom design equipment--and charge custom prices. General 
Dynaaics bas not yet found an equipment maker to produce its moat 
recent ver•ion of the tape-laying bead at an acceptable price. 

Adopter a 

The tape concepts that bad seemed generic in the late 1960s when 
the AlML funded the early General Dynamics contracts were called into 
question when broadgooda became available. The broadgooda philosophy 
won enough converts to narrow the field of potential adopters 
considerably. Three different groups emergeda c01Dpaniea such as 
General Dynamics that stayed with tape, companies such as Grumman that 
adopted a hybrid philosophy, and companies such as Northrop that aoved 
entirely into broadgooda. 

Grumman closely followed General Dynamics into the area of 
composites automation. It began investigating the automated tape
laying concept when General Dynamics demonstrated the Conrac. In 1969 
GrWllllan projected a need for perhaps one-third of the volume projected 
by General Dynamics. Grumman evaluated the Conrac for its own use but 
rejected the General Dynamics ellbodiment in favor of its own mechanized 
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tape diapensor. 'l'be objections to the General Dynamic• approach might 
be regarded aa technicalities, but they reflected enduring differences 
in priorities. General Dynamics emphasized coat and volWleJ its 
primary concern waa economic. Grumman insisted on various performance 
cbaracteriatica aucb aa individual ply inspection and accurate cutting 
before it turned to coat considerations. A8 a result, Grumman chose 
to pursue other available options, including ita own. It learned from 
General Dynamics's concepts but did not adopt them. 

Grwmnan moved closer to adopting a particular tape layer in 
1974-75 when it foresaw a need to automate its COllPOBite production in 
order to manage the huge B-1 boaber stabilizer. Its need was again 
defined not so much in terms of cost as in terms of performance. 
Having evaluated the three leading tape layers, it chose L'l'V'• because 
it would lay up smaller individual pieces of tape than the one for 
General Dynamics. Grwmnan then pushed for defining an entire 
integrated composite production system and reducing cost on a 
system-wide baaia. In 1975-76 the A1ML funded Grwmnan's integrated 
laminating center, thus leading the firm permanently away from the 
advanced tape bead concepts. 

When broadgooda appeared in the early 1970s, other companies 
reassessed their entire composite production systems. McDonnell bad 
been tracking and evaluating the automated tape-laying concepts at 
each stage and bad built its own more rudimentary equipment. 
McDonnell's leadership in composites was based on sophisticated 
design, not manufacturing technology. Broadgoods seemed to offer more 
flexibility to designers. McDonnell opted for laser cutting aa its 
major production investment. In the end, therefore, compatibility 
with manufacturing philosophy became the key factor in McDonnell's 
non-adoption of the tape-laying device, and awareness waa the trigger 
for adoption of the alternative system. This decision may be changed 
eventually. McDonnell could still adopt tape-laying equipment when it 
does such a high volume of composite parts and structures that a 
subsidiary tape capability becomes desirable to enhance flexibility. 

Northrop waited to pursue automation in composites until 
broadgoods were available. Its voluae of composites was ao low that 
risk reduction and awareness of technologies consistent with its 
philosophy were the decisive factors. Manufacturing flexibility ia 
the main consideration for Northrop. Since broadgooda satisfy that 
requirement more than tape, the company does not consider itself a 
member of the class of potential adopters for a tape-laying bead in 
the foreseeable future. 

Findings from the Advanced Composite Tape-Laying case 

l. The APML baa judged the advanced composite tape layer to be a 
failure not only because no other company bas adopted the concepts but 
because General Dynamics baa yet to put its most recent improved 
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version of tbe bead into production. 'l'be problem ia tbe difficulty of 
getting an equiP119nt builder to produce tbe bead at an acceptable 
price. 

2. In a technology aa fluid aa COllPO&itea technology, 
embodiments are extremely unlikely to transfer. Bach attempt to 
embody concepts raises new problems and tbe whole system ia ao 
unstable that embodiment in other than prototype form ia prohibitively 
risky. Even concepts in tbia environment are more likely to stimulate 
further development tban to transfer intact. 

J. An added barrier to transfer ia tbe reluctance of machine 
tool builders to becane involved in an unstable technology without 
charging custom prices. 

4. Individual manufacturing pbilosopbiea, consistent over time, 
play an important role in aiding or obstructing transfer. Even tbougb 
General Dynamics and Gru ... n bave very similar canpoaite concepts, tbe 
differences in their manufacturing pbiloaopbiea inhibit transfer. 

OBSERVATIONS AND RBC<»ltENDATIONS 

Aspects of Technology 

Whenever technology transfer is diacuaaed, too little attention ia 
generally directed towards tbe cbaracteriatica of tbe technologies. A 
few distinctions need to be borne in mind. 

First, it is important to diatinguiab between concepts and their 
embodillenta. It is possible for concepts to transfer while particular 
embodimenta--pbyaical configurations of those concepta--do not. 'l'be 
reverse is also true. For eacb individual technology, therefore, it 
is important to decide whether tbe real value is in tbe technology 
concept or in its embodiment. A transfer should be judged successful 
if tbe valuable part baa transferred. 

Another aspect of tbe con~ept versus embodiment question ia 
related to tbe category labeled generic. A striking feature of tbe 
caaea treated bare ia that altbougb tbe concepts judged to be generic 
frequently proved to be so, tbe particular embodiments often iapecled 
their transfer. Sane embodiments, aucb as tbat of bot isostatic 
pressing, are more permissive in tbia sense than others. While there 
baa been concern about tbe amount of capital inveatllent involved, 
perceived risk ia related aa much to flexibility, reuaability, and 
adaptability aa it ia to actual risk. 

Yet a third aspect of a technology tbat must be noted ia tbe 
uncertainty associated with a bigb rate of change. If a whole process 
area is changing as rapidly as composite production ia changing, for 
instance, then to look for transfer of whole concepts, let alone of 
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whole embodiments, is to look for premature standardization. In a 
rapidly changing field, stimulation of new concepts may be tbe 
greatest contribution that an Air Poree-sponsored project can make. 

Aspects of Transferring Organizations 

The committee on Computer-Aided Manufacturing, in its 1979 annual 
report, addressed technology transfer and tbe cbaracteriatica of 
participating organizations. That report distinguished between 
transfer to large aopbiaticatecl firms and to smaller and leas 
sophisticated organizations, between transfer within tbe aerospace 
enterprise and to or from non-aerospace firms. Tbe committee 
recommended in 1979 that tbe ICAM program take advantage of tbe 
potential role of hardware and software vendors and machine tool 
builders, that it stress communication between transferring and 
adopting organizations, and recognize that standards for ayatema 
design will be adopted more readily than computer code.• The case 
studies just completed tend to confirm those observations. 

Compatibility between tbe existing systems and pbiloaopbiea of tbe 
parties to a potential transfer are a necessary but inauff icient 
condition for adoption. Minor differences can be modified, but tbe 
coats of modification and communication soon exceed tbe coat of 
in-house development for moat system embodiments. Thia factor is one 
of tbe main reasons that machine tool builders often play an important 
role1 tbe value they add aa a neutral party reduces tbe urge to redo 
tbe embodiment. 

Rapport between originators and adopters significantly reduces tbe 
perceived risk in adoption as well as tbe coats associated with 
transfer. 

Companies aucb as Grumman, Northrop, and General Dynamics, wbicb 
possess R&D-dedicated groups that routinely track process technologies 
are likely to pursue concepts as opportunities, without a bigb 
perceived leverage. However, clearly defined need and bigb leverage 
are critical to outright adoption by all companies. 

For Air Poree contractors, outright adoption binges almost always 
on a major new program, because that is when capital investments are 
made. Awareness of demonstrated capability in a particular new 
setting may help to reduce tbe perceived risk, but it ia not enough 
alone to stimulate any activity other than consideration. 
Availability on the open market, however, may well lead to adoption 
because the machine tool builder offers ways of reducing tbe risk and 
buffering tbe uncertainty. Tbe phrase •we are not machine tool 
builders,• beard so frequently among contractors, indicates what an 
important, if indirect, role machine tool suppliers have played in 
initiating or inhibiting tbe transfers that tbe Air Poree baa wished 
to encourage in tbe past. 
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Recommendations for Air Force Action 

The observations stated above have implications for Air Poree 
practices that can or do influence technology transfer. 
Recaamendations to enhance technology transfer among Air Force 
contractors follow. 

First, it would be useful for the Air Force, when considering 
awarding oontracts designed to enoourage transfer, to address the 
distinction between concept and embodiment in light of objectives. In 
many instances the real objectives, carefully defined, can best be .. t 
by proof and demonstration of a concept. The Air Poree should broaden 
its interpretation of successful transfer to recognize the benefits of 
transferring the concept. If a generic embodiment transfer is really 
required, the embodi .. nt might be developed cooperatively or in 
cooperation with a machine tool builder at the start. If a technology 
bas significant and apparent benefits when included in designs, there 
may be no need to fund development or demonstration as it is likely to 
be adopted rapidly in the natural course of events. 

Second, the Air Poree should take into account the often decisive 
role of machine tool builders in transferring technologies. To gain 
their cooperation the Air Force might offer incentives that are not 
administered through the contractor. 

Third, guidelines for dealing with potential users ought to take 
into acoount their problems in adaptation. Better contracting 
procedures might help to establish the responsibilities of originators 
and adopters as a formal condition for funding. Efforts should be 
made to identify receptive users and to consider their needs early in 
a development program. Gaining adopters at an early stage, 
particularly receptive adopters with a stake in the technology to be 
transferred, could greatly increase the acceptance and use of the new 
technology. 

Recoaaendations for Additional Study 

The three cases are examples of hardware manufacturing 
technology. However, the framework for this study also applies when 
the embodi .. nt of computer-aided manufacturing technology is software. 

As suggested from the case studies, it is important to distinguish 
between ooncept and embodi .. nt1 in the case of software the embodiment 
would be represented by the code--either source code or machine code. 
The case studies suggest that computer-aided manufacturing 
technologies may transfer easily in concept, whereas the ellbodi .. nt 
(code) may prove not to be generic or transferable at all. 

In these three cases it appears that a machine tool builder's 
active involve .. nt will usually improve transferability. Analogously, 
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a aof tware houae or even a c01Rputer hardware houae might be important 
to the transferability of computer-aided manufacturing technologies. 

Thia diacuaaion auggeata significant applicability of the present 
atudiea to iaauea concerning the transfer of caaputer-aidecl 
manufacturing technology. To teat theae inferences we recomaend tbe 
study of one or more additional caaea involving the transfer or 
Potential transfer of a computer-aided manufacturing technology where 
embodiment ia a computer code. 

Aa manufacturing ayateaa become 11e>re complex and more integrated, 
tranafera of hardware/software combinations will be increasingly 
common. We further recommend one or more case atudiea of the transfer 
of ayatema that, of neceaaity, involve auch COIRbinationa. 

NOTES 

1Frederick B. Webster and Yoram Wind, Organizational Buying 
Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.1 Prentice-Ball, 1972). 

2Michael J. Baker, •Industrial Buying Behavior and Adoption,• in 
Michael J. Baker, ed., Industrial Innovations Technol09y, Poligy, 
Diffusion (McMillan a London, 1979). 

1Gerald Gordon and Lawrence Fisher, eda. Tbe Diffusion of 
Medical TechnologY (Cambridge, Maaa.1 Ballinger Publishing co., 1975). 

'George Hayward, in Baker 1979, c01Rparea the attributes of a 
technology aa perceived by different parties to a transfer transaction. 

5George R. White and Margaret B.W. Graham, •11ow to Spot a 
Technological Winner,• Harvard Buaineaa Review, v. 56, no. 2, Mar-Apr, 
1978. 

1Coaaittee on COllputer-Aided Manufacturing, The Coanittee on 
Computer-Aided Manufacturing in 1979, Annual RePC?rt (National Academy 
of Scienceas Washington, D.c., 1980) pp. 20-21. 
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Appendix A 

HIP casting consolidation Technology 

Bot isostatic pressing (HIP) ia a generic name for material• 
processing at bigb temperature and pressure. Tbe earliest applications 
of HIP include powder metallurgy and 0onaolidation of carbides. Thia 
study examines the development and diffusion of tbe concept of HIP 
castings bot isostatic pressing for tbe purpose of closing porosity in 
castings. 

Tbe following technical and market structure conditions underlie 
tbe technology transfer process. 

Technical conditions 

1. Alcoa bolds tbe earliest patents for HIP casting, with 
applications to aluminum castings. (See tbe chronology at tbe end of 
tbe appendix.) This work preceded tbe efforts of Air Poree 
contractors and subcontractors and established the concept of HIP 
casting explored by Battelle, General Blectric, and Bowllet. 

2. Tbe concept of HIP casting is tbe daninant attribute of tbe 
technology to be transferred. conferences and technical reports 
resulting from private research and tbe APML have been important 
contributions to tbe diffusion of tbe concept. 

3. current HIP casting equipment (wbicb embodies tbe concept) ia 
similar to tbe autoclave technology used for powder metallurgy and 
carbide production at the time of early HIP casting development. 
Modifications of aucb equipment are necessary for HIP casting. POwder 
metallurgy uaea lower temperatures and protects tbe materials in an 
envelope1 tbe proximity of HIP casting temperatures to melting and the 
exposure of parts require closer temperature and environmental 
controls. Necessary operating changes are minor. 

4. HIP casting research was first undertaken to lower rework and 
scrap rates for cast parts. In many caaea HIP casting bas also 
improved material properties and increased tbe uniformity of batches of 
cast parts. Tbeae added benefits have been an incentive to specify 
HIP-c:aat cC11ponenta during tbe design of new products. 

s. In sane cases, improved investment casting techniques, 
directional solidification, single crystal castings, or use of forgings 
are technical alternatives to HIP casting. In other caaea, however, 
practical technical alternatives do not exist. 
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6. Technical questions about the design and process control for 
large pressure vessels have so far limited the size of HIP autoclaves 
and so limit the size of HIP-cast parts. One of the largest HIP 
facilities, installed by Pratt and Whitney in 1975, is an 80-inch high 
cylindrical chamber with an inside diameter of 46 inches. These size 
restrictions tend to make HIP casting of large components 
financially--if not technically--infeasible at the present state of the 
art. 

Market Structure conditions 

1. In the aircraft engine supply market (where the HIP casting 
applications under study have been developed), the important 
participants are engine buyers, their contractors, and the contractors' 
parts suppliers. Primary engine buyers include defense and coaaercial 
users of jet and gas turbine engines. General Electric and Pratt and 
Whitney have been the important engine suppliers for this study. Parts 
suppliers are foundries, notably Howmet Turbine Components corporation, 
Precision castparts Corporation (PCC), and TRW. 

2. Adoption of HIP casting technology has a double meaning. A 
parts supplier becomes an adopter by purchasing HIP casting equipment. 
A contractor adopts the technology by specifying HIP-cast components in 
its designs. When a contractor becomes an adopter, the parts supplier 
may invest in HIP casting facilities, find an outside HIP casting 
service (see conditions 13 and 14 below), or forgo bidding on the 
specified part. 

3. Development of other HIP technologies created sources of HIP 
casting capacity for contractors and parts suppliers. Because of their 
earlier research in powder metallurgy and cemented carbide, Battelle 
and Industrial Materials Technology (IMT) were the major sources of HIP 
capacity during the development of HIP casting. More recently Battelle 
has avoided that role, but IMT and other firms provide HIP casting job 
shop services to parts suppliers. When Howmet acquired production 
facilities, it began to provide job shop service to other parts 
suppliers1 TRW, for example, sends part of its HIP casting business to 
Howmet. Thus, parts suppliers can choose between in-house and outside 
HIP casting operations. 

4. The availability of outside HIP casting services enables parts 
suppliers and contractors to experiment with the technology and adopt 
it gradually. As their technical experience and customer demand 
increase, firms may then choose to invest in their own HIP casting 
capacity. 

5. Much of the present demand for HIP-cast aircraft engine parts 
is for after-market components. Lead times for introducing new 
processes to aircraft engine production can be quite long. Adoption of 
new technology for full-scale production awaits a new generation of 
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engines because of testing require .. nta and because of the structure of 
contracts between engine builders and engine users. Pratt and Whitney 
baa specified titanium castings using RIP for both original equiP119nt 
and after-market COllPOnenta in the F-110 prograa. 

The Air Force Materials Laboratory (APML) became involved in RIP 
casting when General Electric Evendale offered the APML laboratory 
evidence of feasibility in 1971. The APML saw HIP casting aa a generic 
manufacturing technology, beneficial to all uaera of castings but not 
likely to be developed quickly by industry. Proponents of RIP casting 
in the APML, convinced that the potential benefits were great, 
advocated and won funding for General Electric'• work in 1972 through 
the Manufacturing Technology prograa. The APML hoped to demonstrate 
the efficacy of RIP casting and to provide sufficient process 
specifications to allow adoption by parts suppliers. 

While General Electric pursued its research in Evendale, Howmet 
began to develop its own HIP casting process without APML funding. 
Both companies can be considered originators of the technology. 

General Electric 

The Technical Systems and Materials Division of General Electric 
(GB) produces jet engines for aircraft, industrial, and marine 
applications as well as electronics and materials for apace, defense, 
lledical, COllllUnications, and computing applications. General Electric 
baa a matrix organization, with Engineering, Manufacturing, Project 
Manage .. nt, and Quality control divisions in each of its plants. Two of 
the aircraft engine plants were included in this case study: a 
facility in Evendale, Ohio, primarily producing large commercial 
engines, and a facility in Lynn, Maaaachuaetts, producing small 
military engines as well aa combuatora, nozzles, and frames for use in 
other plants. Researchers at GE Schenectady Materials and Processes 
Laboratory in the Gas Turbine Products Division carried out early HIP 
casting research and presented a paper to the Seven Springs conference 
of the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum 
Engineers (AIME) in 1972. HIP casting develoP119nt under the APML 
contract was the responsibility of a group working in the Engineering 
Division of GE's Evendale Plant. 

General Electric does much of its Technical Systems and Materials 
business aa a direct government contractor. The firm baa years of 
experience in R&D and production projects for the government and 
continues to seek govern .. nt contracts. Evendale, located close to the 
APML in Dayton, Ohio, follows a policy of using Air Force funds for 
risky R&D that it might not otherwise undertake. Within GE, design and 
manufacturing considerations are tightly coupled, but managers in tbe 
Manufacturing Technology Operation believe that product design 
considerations ultimately drive decisions related to production 
processes. 
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Changes from wrought to cast turbine blades and the increasing 
blade tip speeds of the supersonic transport program fostered General 
Blectric's initial interest in HIP casting. During 1969 and 1970 
General Electric obtained laboratory confirmation of the technical 
feasibility of such techniques. In 1972 they acquired Air Force funds 
for development of a prototype. Evendale hoped to use RIP-cast parts 
by persuading the foundries that supply cast engine components to adopt 
HIP casting techniques. 

In 1974 General Electric completed its first APML contract in RIP 
casting, an investigation of its application to aluminum and 
superalloys. That year the firm received another APML contract, to 
obtain data for titanium and three other superalloys. 

Howmet Turbine Components Corporation 

Howmet believes itself to be the largest supplier of turbine blades 
to the u.s. aircraft industry. A wholly owned subsidiary of Pecbiney 
Ugine Kuhlmann of France, Howmet specializes in the production of 
invesbaent castings used in the bot section of gas turbine engines. In 
addition, Howmet produces its own air and vacuum melted alloys, 
manufactures ceramic products for. its casting operations, precision 
machines and coats its finished castings, and produces titanium ingot 
for the aerospace industry. Howmet facilities in Whitehall, Michigan, 
include a research center and HIP casting facilities. A materials 
research and development (R&D) group at the Technical Center was 
responsible for preproduction HIP casting research. 

Howmet is well established as a supplier to government contractors 
but prefers not to involve itself extensively in government R&D 
projects. Managers at Howmet believe that requirements to justify and 
generalize federally funded research force contractors to undertake 
additional work that does not benefit them. They prefer to retain 
maximum control over the nature and duration of R&D projects. Howmet 
bas an aggressive R&D program for its own purposes and considers itself 
to be the leading supplier of high-technology cast high-temperature 
engine components. 

In 1965 Howmet researchers began to investigate applications of HIP 
for closure of porosity in titanium- and cobalt-based alloy castings. 
The research was completed in 1967, with positive results for 
titanium. A Howmet team investigating techniques for elimination of 
microsbrinkage attended a conference of the AIMB in 1972. There they 
beard a presentation on HIP casting given by workers from GB 
Schenectady. After the conference Howmet researchers recovered the 
results of earlier Howmet research and initiated development using 
powder metallurgy facilities at Industrial Materials Technology (IMT) 
and, later, at Battelle. 
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By 1974, with about 1750,000 invested in R&D, Howment was HIP 
casting several of its customers' parts and considering purchase of its 
own RIP casting facilities. Bowllet oontinued to monitor General 
Blectric's work while developing HIP casting technology to production 
readiness. Bowllet developed casting preparation procedures, post-RIP 
beat treating routines for restoration of material properties, and 
established process tolerance for a wide variety of its customers' 
alloys. 

Adoption of RIP casting in the aircraft engine industry occurs in 
two ways. First, oontractors attracted by the potential coat savings 
and materials properties resulting from the technique may place orders 
for RIP cast parts with their subcontractors. These orders may be for 
experimental work, development, after-market components, repairs, or 
production. Second, parts suppliers may decide that demand justifies 
the purchase of RIP casting equipment. Parts suppliers that have not 
adopted the technology may employ the services of outside HIP casting 
facilities such as those of IMT and Battelle. The decision to adopt 
frequently follows a period of using outside RIP casting services. 

Parts Suppliers 

l. llowaet Turbine Components Corporation 

Bowllet, at the completion of its HIP casting development project, 
bad to decide whether to continue to subcontract for HIP casting or to 
acquire its own equipment. Investment costs were first estimated in 
1974 as Sl million. In 1975 Bowllet tried to organize a joint venture 
with two of its major customers to share the risks and profits of HIP 
casting equipment. Bowllet presented evidence on the improved and more 
uniform properties of HIP-cast components. The firm's customers, whose 
analyses focused on projected rework and scrap coat savings, declined 
to join Howllet in investing in RIP casting. 

After hesitation, Howmet decided to assume the risks of investment 
alone. Approval was given for purchase of a pressure vessel from 
Automation, Inc., and a furn•c• designed and produced by Battelle. In 
making this decision, Bowllet let commitment to technological leadership 
be the deciding factor. Pull production began in 1977, with the 
largest order placed by GB Evendale. In 1978 Howmet built another 
furnace under license from Battelle at a cost of SS0,000. 

At present Bowmet'a titanium casting division augments demand for 
HIP casting of engine components. Howmet also of fera HIP casting 
services to other parts suppliers. 

2. TRW 

TRW is a major competitor to Howmet in the turbine blade market but 
not in titanium. Researchers at TRW first considered purchasing HIP 
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casting facilities in 1972, when General Blectric'a work in the area 
became widely available. Like other parts suppliers, TRW'a options 
included improvements in casting processes and contracts for outside 
HIP services. 

Volume was the primary consideration for TRW. They found that 
requeata for airfoil HIP caatinga were too limited to support the 
expense of in-bouae equipment. TRW lacks the titanium work available 
to the Bowllet HIP casting operation and was not interested in providing 
a HIP casting service to other parts suppliers. On tbia baaia, TRW bas 
elected not to purchase HIP casting equipment. Bowllet and IMT do much 
of the HIP casting work for TRW. 

Recently, TRW bas approved the purchase of a small HIP casting unit 
for research and development. The company reviews annually its 
decision not to purchase HIP casting equipment for production. 

3. Precision castparts Corporation 

Precision caatparts Corporation (PCC) is a supplier of large 
aluminum and superalloy investment castings (e.g. structural COllponents 
for large gaa turbine engines) and engine airfoils. It began supplying 
HIP-caat components before 1976 but doea not have its own HIP casting 
capacity. PCC sends ita large components from its Portland, Oregon, 
location to Crucible, a Pittsburgh-based foundry. Industrial Materials 
Technology HIP casts PCC'a small components in a Portland facility that 
depends on PCC'a business. 

Precision caatparts Corporation's decision not to adopt HIP casting 
by purchasing equipment is baaed on its customers' demand. GB Evendale 
ia at present PCC'a largest user of HIP-cast parts. Pratt and Whitney 
ia in the proceaa of evaluating several substantial commitments to HIP 
castings from PCC. Fiat, MTU (Germany), and a mix of smaller customers 
provide the balance of the demand. PCC and IMT are both prepared for 
the eventual acquisition by PCC of IMT's Portland facility. PCC is 
alao considering the purchase of equipment suitable for large 
structural HIP castings if sufficient demand develops. 

Engine Builders: GB Lynn 

Engine builders provide the demand for HIP castings which drives 
the investment decision of the part suppliers. Within GB, the demand 
entails technology transfer from engineering materials research to 
engineers responsible for the design and production of specific engine 
programs. 

Material proceaaing innovations at GB are often developed during an 
ongoing engine production program but not fully adopted until a later 
engine goea into development. The transfer of HIP casting to GB'a Lynn 
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Aircraft Engine operations, still in process, seems to fit this 
pattern. At present, GB Lynn is in tbe early stages of adopting tbe 
techniques first developed by tbe Engineering Division materials lUrD 
group in Evendale in 1972-74. 

Three obstacles have slowed adoption of HIP casting at Lynn. 

1. Equipment Availability -- until recently HIP casting was 
available only from Battelle (wbicb wished to avoid production 
c01111itments) and IMT. Growth of IMT's capacity and Howmet'• new 
operations suggest tbat when GB Lynn is ready to adopt fully RIP 
castings, production capacity will be available. 

2. Engineering Confidence -- Materials engineers require full 
documentation of materials properties at tbe operating conditions of 
the engine in question. Though Evendale bas supplied verification of 
materials properties at some temperatures, these temperatures are not 
necessarily tbe same as those for wbicb current engine COllPOnents are 
designed. Development of materials data, especially low and bigb cycle 
fatigue and stress rupture properties, will be carried out in Lynn. 
Adoption requires operating experience with HIP-cast parts. At 
present, RIP casting is becoming an •approved repair procedure.• Once 
this is accomplished, HIP-cast parts will be verified with at least 150 
hours of factory engine use. 

3. contract Cost controls -- HIP casting can add $200-$300 per 
engine in foundry costs that are subject to tbe scrutiny of project 
cost accountants. Offsetting savings in rework and ship time are 
included in overhead and are not as readily visible to oost 
controllers. Further, GB's customers already have a workable contract 
and are only gradually being educated to the benefits that justify wbat 
appears to be an expensive change in production techniques. 

Introduction of HIP casting through tbe design and development of 
new engines avoids these obstacles. During development designers can 
take full advantage of improvements in materials properties afforded by 
HIP casting and gain engine use verification of materials properties 

·during engine testing. GB is very likely to specify HIP-cast 
COllPOnents for future engine•, though GB engineers expect to continue 
their efforts to improve conventional casting techniques as well. 
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1967 I 

1965-67 I 

1971-72 I 

1974 I 

1975 I 

1976 : 

1977 I 

1978 I 

1980 I 

HIP C.atin9 Cbrono].ogY 

Alcoa, working with Battelle, patents the concept of HIP 
casting for alwainwa. 

llowllat performa research on HIP castings of titaniwa- and 
cobalt-baaed alloys. 

GB offers evidence of feasibility to the AIML. llowllat, 
after bearing a report from GB, recovers past research 
and begins R6D. 

GB completes ita first AIML contract, reporting aucceaa 
in denaification of Rene'80 and Ti-6 Al -4V castings. 

Howmet C01111ita to capital inveatllent in HIP casting 
facilities. 

Testing, development, experimental, and after-market uae 
of HIP-oaat caaponenta. 

Howmet begins full production. 

llowllat invests in additional production capacity. 

GB completes ita second AIML study, •Manufacturing 
Methods for Low Coat '!'Urbine Engine Colllponenta of cast 
Superalloya.• 
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Appendix 8 

Automated Aaaellbly Fixture Drilling 

'J.'he Automated Aaaellbly Fixture Drilling System waa conceived aa a 
way to automate drilling of such large contoured structures aa wings 
that would otherwise have to be drilled manually. Like other types of 
automated aaaellbly taaka it became feasible only when mini-co11putera 
becaae available that could operate in a abop floor environment. Tbe 
ayatem'a task ia to scan the piece to be drilled, storing tbe 
information in ita computer memory, locate and check tbe bole 
coordinates, and then drill and countersink boles in a wing akin and 
understructure, or other large C011POnent, mounted in a fixture. 'J.'he 
ayatem conaiata of a CBC drill unit mounted on a vertical gantry 
capable of five-axis movement, a scanning caaera to guide and check tbe 
work, and a modified fixture to acCOllllOdate tbe automated drilling. 

Certain conditions related to tbe technical and market environment 
for tbia ayatem need to be understood aa background to tbe case of 
technology transfer. A diacuaaion of tbeae conditions follows. 

Technical Conditions 

1. GrUllllan bolds a basic patent in Automated Aaaellbly Fixture 
Drilling because tbe only developmental work on the device waa funded 
by internal RiD money. 

2. Mucb of tbe drilling in aircraft manufacture (250,000-400,000 
boles per average fighter, three times aa many per average bomber) 
could be automated by other means, but existing metboda were not 
adequate for drilling large contoured places tbat bad to be mounted in 
fixtures. 

3. Tbe distinctive concept of tbe Gru1111an ayatem waa ita uae of a 
scanning technique to locate and correct tbe boles prior to drilling. 
Tbe embodiment introduced other equipment f eaturea aa iaauea--for 
example, tbe ruggedness and coat of tbe ayatem aa it waa configured by 
Gru1111an. 

4. Tbe drilling task varies along several dimensions. Tbe needed 
accuracy and measurement capability of the equipment depends on aucb 
factors aa wing configuration, structure, and wbetber boles are tbrougb 
akin only or into substructure. 'J.'he ruggedness of tbe equipment needed 
in terms of force delivered, durability, and reliability depends on tbe 
volume of abipaeta aaaellbled and tbe type of material (e.g., aluminum 
or titanium veraua composites) to be drilled. 
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s. The main drivers for autollating the drilling task have been 
increasingly tighter tolerances, the expense of teaplatea, and the ti.lie 
and coat involved in manual work when pilot drilling and back drilling 
are required. Another driver ia the need for consistency to reduce the 
danger of major acrappage. A human driller becollea progressively leas 
accurate during an eight-hour abift. 

6. other automated alternatives to GrW111an'a device have been 
explored in the industry. One baa been the location of boles using a 
laser beaa, locater, or some other form of sensor that can look through 
the wing akin at its substructure. Another alternative ia a robotic 
driller (aee below in General Dynaaica). 

Market Conditions 

1. Aircraft manufacturers have a variety of cooperative 
manufacturing arrangements. Contractors act aa prime contractors for 
some prograaa and subcontractors for otbera. Major structural parts 
are often subcontracted to other firma. In tbia case, GrWlllllln was to 
have the subcontract, under Rockwell's prime contract, for the B-1 
Baaber horizontal stabilizer. 

2. A number of traditional divisions have existed in the industry 
that tend to affect relationabipa among contractors. One ia the 
traditional identification with a particular branch of military 
service. General Dynaaica baa historically worked primarily for the 
Air Force whereas GrWlllan baa historically worked more for the llaVY• 
Tbeae historical relationabipa do not prevent companies from designing 
planes for either service, but the differences in the ways the two 
services have dealt with their contractors and the a011ewhat different 
design traditions have some effect on company development and 
manufacturing pbiloaopbiea. 

3. Shortages of skilled labor and large fluctuations in caapany 
workforces between major programs have been driving factors towards 
automation of airframe assembly, particularly during the 1970a. 
General Dynamics' Fort Worth ~iviaion, for instance, baa fluctuated 
between 35,000 workers at the height of the F-111 prograa and 6,000 
workers before the F-16 program began to build up production. 

4. Because of the nature of Air Poree contracting procedures, 
major new capital equipment ia rarely purchased by an airframe 
manufacturer outside the time when the company ia tooling up for a 
major new program. Moat companies monitor developments in tooling 
routinely, but the coat of shifting equipment in the middle of a 
program ia generally prohibitive. 

In 1969 and 1970, the Air Force Materials Laboratory began to call 
for proposals for new ways to automate assembly~ 'l'be Sagamore and 
French Lick Conferences both emphasized the Air Force's interest in 
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acquisition oost reduction, a shift from its traditional emphasis on 
manufacturing for •state of the art• performance. Programs that were 
seen as appropriate for Air Force funding would, according to 
regulations, bave to be technically feasible as demonstrated in the 
company laboratory, generic (applicable to other Air Force programs 
with a clear indication of payback), and beyond the normal risk of 
industry. Programs should promise cost reduction, materials 
conservation, or shorter lead ti••· 

An assumption behind the funding that was not necessarily reflected 
in specific contracts was that a technology would be reported in such a 
way that it could transfer readily. Anyone skilled in the art should 
be able to practice. Theoretically, only lead-time and experience 
would separate the originator from the adopters. Transfer was 
desirable to provide a second source for all forms of manufacture. 
Although spreading the new cost reduction concepts was recognized as 
valuable, the one sure evidence of successful payback for Air Force 
funding would be the physical replication of a system in another 
company's manufacturing facility. In most cases, then, the A1ML 
considers a transfer successful if the embodillent as well as the 
concept is transferred. 

Both Grumman and General Dynamics took up the A1ML challenge to 
apply automation to drilling in the early 1970s. General Dynamics 
began to pursue the concept in conjunction with its F-16 program, for 
which the first prototype was produced in 1974. GrWllllln was not in the 
early stages of a major new program1 its F-14 was already too advanced 
in 1974. Nevertheless it pursued the concept in anticipation of later 
programs. Both companies submitted contract proposals for tbeir 
systems as part of the Air Force Manufacturing Methods Program in 1975. 

The A1ML Manufacturing Technology Group selected Grumman's approach 
to fund because it was judged technically superior. Assessors at the 
APML did not believe that General Dynamics' tripod locating approach 
was technically feasible. Further, Grumman's proposal to include a 
scanning device as part of the system was attractive. Since Grumman 
did not itself have a major airplane program coming up to which the new 
system could be applied, the AFML suggested that Grumman should 
cooperate with General Dynamids and demonstrate its system on an F-16 
part. Grumman thus became the originator of this automated wing 
drilling system and General Dynamics bees., in the A1ML's view, the 
designated adopter. 

Grumman 

Grumman Aerospace bad roughly $1.2 billion in sales in the 
mid-1970&, of which all but $100 million was aerospace business. The 
company was attempting to diversify to lessen its dependence on the 
volatile defense industries by producing mass transit vehicles and by 
subcontracting for commercial aviation houses. Nevertheless it still 
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relied on military business, mostly from the Navy. Because it bad no 
prime contracts for major new weapons systems, Grwmaan was seeking 
major subcontracting business. 

Grumman was non-unionized, and it tried to stabilize its work 
levels as much as possible to avoid laying off skilled workers and 
engineers. Any new process technologies that it might develop were 
regarded as potential sources of incoae and possible opportunities to 
gain significant subcontracts on a guid pro guo basis. Upper 
management made known its expectation that any other company that 
adopted Grumman's technology should be prepared to provide Grwmaan with 
a reasonable return on its investment in one form or another. Such a 
return should not only cover Grumman's development cost but also offset 
the potential cost and risk to Grumman in transferring its 
development. The additional costs of transfer included extraordinary 
amounts of documentation and potential legal liability. 

Grumman's Advanced Development Group was located in a separate 
facility, Plant Twelve on Betbpage, Long Island. Its staff consisted 
of a core of 35 permanent employees and a number of others borrowed 
from the different divisions that the group served. Advanced 
Development bad a standing mandate to find opportunities in high cost 
areas of production, to anticipate production processes needed for 
major new programs, and to formulate responses to critical material 
shortages if they arise. The automated wing drilling device was 
pursued not only because it was expected to offer savings in direct 
labor cost, throughput time, and fixture fabrication, but also because 
it would enable Grumman to drill wings with improved consistency. 
Grumman takes pride in its reputation for quality and consistency in 
its production processes. As a result the firm sought equipment 
designed for a high degree of accuracy. Grumman's stated objectives 
for the automated assembly wing drilling system were first to reduce 
production labor with a minimum of capital investment and, second, to 
improve bole quality. 

Grumman demonstrated an early prototype version of its device to 
representatives from General Dynamics and Fairchild in 1975 before its 
contract with the AFML began in May 1975. The Grumman representatives 
indicated their intention to bold the capital equipment cost to 
$100,000. They also said that the company planned to charge a royalty 
as a licensing fee. A figure of five cents per bole was suggested. 

Shortly after the demonstration, Grumman requested drawings of the 
F-16 wing from General Dynamics. It received a few documents in 
response, but the flow of information soon ceased. When it was clear 
to Grumman that General Dynamics did not intend to cooperate further, 
the Advanced Development Group shifted to demonstrating the wing 
drilling system on Grumman's own A-6 program. The results of their 
evaluation on the A-6 part (rated at about one sbipset per month) 
showed savings of 40 percent with potential further improvement through 
the learning curve effect if a larger volume of components were drilled. 
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General Dynamics 

General Dynamics was one of the largest defense contractors in the 
oountry in the mid-1970a. Its Port Worth Division bad produced bombers 
for the Air Poree for a long time. The P-111 bad been its first 
fighter program. The P~lll program bad encountered aucb serious coat 
overruns that the Port Worth division bad mounted a thorough coat 
reduction effort in order to sell its P-16 program. The P-16 was 
designed to be smaller, lighter, and simpler than earlier fighter 
designs. Its low coat was partly responsible for its successful sales, 
said to be the largest single buy in history. At peak rate, production 
would reach 20 abipaeta per month, an unusually bigb volume that 
required General Dynamics to rethink its approach to manufacturing in 
aany areas. 

One of the main ways General Dynamics chose to reduce coat was by 
reducing direct labor, which bad the added advantage of moderating the 
workforce fluctuation that the Port Worth Division bad typically 
experienced from one airframe program to the next. Aa a result the 
General Dynamics Manufacturing Technology group was seeking to automate 
aucb labor-intensive operations aa wing drilling. 

General Dynamics bad strained relations with Grumman in the early 
1970s because of a bad experience with the P-111 program. In the early 
stages of the P-111 the two companies bad been partners, with General 
Dynamics taking the design lead for the Air Poree version, and Grumman 
the design lead for the Navy version. Then the Navy bad pulled out of 
the P-111 program in favor of Grumman's P-14 which began in 1968-69, 
and relations between the two companies were damaged. When Grumman 
showed interest in subcontracting in the composite production area for 
the P-16, General Dynamics refused to do business. 

General Dynamics' loss of the automated wing drilling contract to 
GrWllllan did nothing to improve its predisposition to cooperate on its 
further development, especially when Grumman indicated its intent to 
charge a royalty for use of its system in what General Dynamics 
interpreted aa a violation of the spirit of Air Poree sponsorship. 
Nevertheless, when Grumman demonstrated its system for the industry in 
1976, General Dynamics evaluated the system for use on the F-16. 
General Dynamics bad already abandoned its own former approach to 
automated wing drilling. Grumman continued to request a royalty for 
its proprietary interest in the system. The Air Poree contract bad 
funded the fixture and the software development, but it bad not 
compensated the company for its prior investment. The APML left 
negotiation of licensing arrangements strictly up to the parties 
involved unless and until an impasse was reached. 

General Dynamics manufacturing technology personnel who went to 
investigate the GrW1111an system reported that the equipment bad now been 
designed for the A-6 and would consequently require considerable 
adaptation for use on the F-16. The following problems were citeda 
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1) General Dynamics questioned the ruggedness (structural 
rigidity) of the Grumman prototype for use on the much bigber volUll8 
F-16. The 60 pounds of force that the Grumman drill delivered was also 
lower than General Dynamics needed for its wing application. 

2) GrWlllBn had tried unsuccessfully to interest Cincinnati 
Milacron in building the machine, and General Dynamics was 
uncomfortable purchasing for use in production what amounted to nothing 
more than a set of drawings, because the system would still be only a 
prototype when they had replicated it in Fort Worth. Poor 
communications with Grumman only increased the anticipated difficulty 
of getting all the necessary information. 

3) Because the F-16 bad been designed to be easily manufactured, 
tbe Grumman system was designed to be more accurate than was necessary 
for tbe General Dynamics application. Taking into consideration the 
original coat of tbe equipment and the royalty Grumman was asking, the 
General Dynamics evaluation showed that the coat of adopting the 
Grumman system would be roughly comparable to tbe coat of designing and 
developing a wing drilling system using a robot. The General Dynamics 
organization had been looking for suitable robotics applications in 
which to gain experience, and tbe wing was such an application. A 
robot would be leas accurate than the Grumman system but would have tbe 
advantages of lower capital coat and flexibility for use on other tasks. 

Taking all these factors into account, General Dynamics rejected 
the Grumman system in favor of developing its own robot driller. 
Because the economic evaluation was indecisive, tbe risk caused by the 
poor relations between the two companies, as well as the existence of 
attractive alternatives, added up to non-adoption of the Grumman 
automated assembly fixture drilling system. 

Fairchild (not interviewed) 

When General Dynamics rejected the Grumman system in 1976, 
Fairchild, which was also in tbe early production stages of a new 
program, the A-10, agreed to cooperate in evaluating the Grumman 
system. Fairchild signed an agreement to lease tbe system and 
indicated its intention to adopt if the economics proved attractive. 
The APML supported tbia further demonstration of the system with a new 
contract. Tooling bad already been completed for the A-10 program, but 
it seemed possible that the savings from the Grumman system would be 
sufficient to justify the unusual step of changing in mid-program. 
Grumman was no longer demanding a royalty for use of its concepta1 the 
APML had involved itself in the discussions at the beginning of tbe 
cooperative demonstration program, and licensing terms agreeable to 
both parties bad been stipulated in the demonstration contract. In 
early 1979 Fairchild rejected tbe Grumman system, saying that tbe 
savings that could be expected two years into the program were not 
sufficient to warrant changeover. Timing was clearly the decisive 
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factor in the non-adoption since the APML bad funded the reduction of 
uncertainty. 

McDonnell 

McDonnell was approaching the $2 billion mark in revenues from 
military aircraft, mostly for Navy use, in the mid-1970&. It was known 
as a design house, dOlllinated by engineering and highly conservative in 
manufacturing matters. No separate manufacturing technology group 
existed at McDonnell to anticipate future production processes. Hew 
equipment was adopted when it constituted a low-risk investment that 
promised to pay off in the short term. McDonnell paid attention to the 
reports issued by the APML concerning new processes. It rarely 
coapeted for development contracts, however, in part because it lacked 
a separate manufacturing technology organization to focus on such 
matters. 

The 1976 Grumman demonstration spurred McDonnell's manufacturing 
process engineers to pursue the automated wing drilling concept. Until 
the F-18 program, manual drilling bad seemed the most economical 
approach for wings. But the F-18, McDonnell's first significant 
composite airplane, required more tooling than previous planes. 
Ordinary nUll8rically controlled equipment would not be adequate for 
F-18 wings because the presence of seal grooves on their edges made the 
boles harder to locate through simple edge distance measurement. 
GrW111an's scanning approach seemed to provide the solution to this 
unusual measurement problem. 

After careful evaluation of the Grumman system for their F-18 
application, the McDonnell process engineers chose to develop their own 
system. The Grumman equipment fell abort of their needs in several 
ways. The F-18 wing was a heavier machining task than the A-10, 
requiring 80-250 pounds of force delivered instead of Grumman's 60. 
Moreover the complexity of the drilling task on the F-18's graphite and 
titanium skin was much greater than the aluminum drilling task on the 
A-6, requiring many more tool changes. Changing the GrWlllan tool took 
10 to 15 minutes, which posed a serious obstacle to adoption. 

McDonnell's device was to be heavier duty, rated for 12 sbipsets 
per month. As of 1980, the McDonnell device bas yet to be adopted in 
production, in part because McDonnell bas yet to find a machine tool 
builder to build it. This is unusual because McDonnell, operator of 
the largest numerically controlled machine shop in the Free World, 
rarely bas trouble gaining the attention of machine tool companies wben 
it wants &Olletbing. 

Northrop 

Northrop Aviation was one of the smaller military aircraft 
producers in the late 1970s. It was traditionally a Navy contractor, 
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and in the late 1970• it was planning for ita P-18 subcontract under 
McDonnell's pri .. contract. Northrop bad a longstanding reputation aa 
a low-coat producer characterized by innovative manufacturing. Lacking 
the organizational resources to do much research, it followed a policy 
of seeking innovative process equipment from a variety of sources and 
adapting it for use in airfrmae production. Upper manage .. nt 
encouraged tbia receptivity by not insisting on strictly abort-term 
paybacks. 

Bngineera in the manufacturing process organization at Northrop 
became aware of the GrUllllan device by reading the interim reports of 
the A-10 contract. The GrWlllan scanning approach waa attractive to 
them for uae on the vertical stabilizer. In 1978 they began a 
f eaaibility study on the GrW111an system applied to the P-18 component, 
assuming a capital coat of S250,000 for the automated fixture drilling 
system. Since they were proposing to do 10 abipaeta per month there 
were some doubts about the system's structural rigidity, but they 
estimated that it would not be tco complicated to adapt to their 
purposes. They calculated expected savings of about 28 percent, 
yielding a modest but acceptable payback period of nearly four years. 
Towards the end of the feasibility study, however, GrUllllan raised the 
capital figure to Sl.2 million. At that point Northrop rejected the 
Gru11111an system on financial grounds and turned to leas expensive 
alternatives, aucb aa a laser locater device with a calculated coat of 
SlS,000. No alternative baa yet been adopted because the P-18 
stabilizer baa undergone some design changes. 
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Autollated Fixture Drlllln9 Chronology 

1969-73 Serles of Air l'orce-aponaored ac::qulaition coat reduction 
conferences. 

1974 Autollated fixture developed at GrWlllan and f irat production 
panels drilled a year later. 

1975 GrUllllan demonstrates Automated Aaaellbly Fixture Drilling to 
General Dynamics and Fairchild. 

1976 GrWlllan perfor11a the Air Poree contract evaluating 5-axia 
operation on A-6 parts, using the fixture on the A-6 a88ellbly 
line. 

1976 Fairchild signs a lease agreement for tbe GrWlllan ayatemi 
General Dynamics rejects the ayatem and opts for ita own 
robotics approach. 

1977 Al'ML contract supports application of tbe Automated Fixture 
Drilling System to Faircbild'a A-10 stabilizer. 

1978-79 Diacuaaiona between Northrop and GrWlllan result in rejection 
by Northrop because of increased capital coat. 

1979 Fairchild rejects tbe ayatem and cites timing aa sole reason 
for rejection. 
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Appendix C 

Advanced Composite Tape-Laying Bead 

The Advanced Collpoaite Tape i:.ying Bead automates tbe bigbly 
labor-intensive job of laying up laminated composite parts. Tbe taaka 
tbe tape-laying machine ia designed to accomplish are part of tbe 
overall composites production proceaa, wbicb conaiata of tool aet-up, 
material orientation, material cutting, lay-up, cure, poet-cure, and 
machining. The advanced tape-laying machine represents one aet of 
concepts developed to achieve an automated approach to tbe proceaa. 
Tbe macbine--of wbicb tbe bead ia tbe moat critical component-
caapriaea a bed on wbicb tbe part ia laid up, a gantry to carry tbe 
bead, and computer control mecbaniama for tbe drive and tbe bead. The 
bead and ita control determine tbe orientation of tbe fiber, tbe 
location of tbe ply and ita termination, and tbe compaction of tbe 
entire laminate structure. The bead conaiata of a tape roll supply 
ayatem, a tape cutting ayatem, a tape transport, tape laydown rollers, 
and compactors. All are controlled by a mini-computer. 

Tbe following conditions, technical and market, underlie tbia case 
of technology transfer. 

Technical Conditions 

1. General Dynamics bolds several of tbe key patents for advanced 
composite tape laying. 

2. Advanced composite materials are composed of either graphite 
or boron fibers in a resin base. They are unidirectional and must be 
laminated or woven to achieve tbe tremendous structural properties 
needed for airplane construction. When laid up and cured tbey have a 
atrengtb-to-weigbt advantage of roughly JO percent over aluminum. The 
unidirectional cbaracteriatic and tbe state before curing pose 
difficult handling problems in manufacture. Por instance, tbe material 
comes on backing paper wbicb protects ita adhesive surface and allows 
it to be rolled, but tbe backing paper frequently gets out of alignment 
with tbe material itself. Purtbermore, ita periahability means it baa 
to be dated and used in order of purcbaae. 

J. Advanced composite materials have been changing rapidly since 
tbe early 1960a in format, coat, and composition. Accordingly, the 
proceaaea to manufacture composite components have been bigbly 
unstable. Nevertbeleaa there baa been a great deal of pressure to 
stabilize production proceaaea because composite materials offer 
immediate performance benefits in aircraft. Tbe two driving forces 
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behind automation of COll(>Oaite manufacturing are labor coat and ease of 
handling, aa larger and larger c0111POnenta are laid up. It ia estimated 
that on tbe average lay-up coats account for 17 percent, and handling 
coats 47 percent, of total CCJllPO&ite manufacturing coat. 

4. Many types of COll(>Oaite material formats are available. The 
two principal categories are tape and broadgooda. Broadgooda can be 
unidirectional or woven. Tape comes in one-inch, tbree-incb, and 
aix-incb widtba, broadgooda in multiples of one inch. Adhesive systems 
differ from supplier to supplier and even from lot to lot. McDonnell's 
COll(>Oaite area, for example, deals with five different suppliers 
selling four different materials in s-10 different formats with 8-10 
different adhesive ayate11S. 

s. 'l'he coat of composite materials baa decreased significantly 
since they were first introduced, but not aa rapidly aa waa first 
predicted. In 1968 boron composites were •soo/pound. In 1972 graphite 
bad supplemented boron at $100/pound, and now graphite is $40/pound and 
boron ia •200/pound. Broadgooda are sold at premium prices, currently 
about $70/pound. 

6. Originally CCJllPO&itea could be purchased only in the form of 
tape. Broadgoods became available in the early 1970a, wbicb gave rise 
to competing design and manufacturing pbiloaopbies. Some organisations 
maintained their preferences for tape, and other cboae broadgoods 
instead. Today there are three acboola of COlllPO&ite manufacture--tape, 
represented by General Dynamicsi broadgooda, represented by Nortbropi 
and hybrid, represented by GrW111an. The tape acbool claims it ia tbe 
low-coat approach, emphasising tbe low scrap and easy handling 
properties of ita format. The broadgooda acbool maintains that ita 
format ia more flexible to design requirements, and the hybrid acbool 
aeea ita approach aa the 110at versatile. 

7. 'l'he chief concepts of the advanced composite tape laying 
technology are tbe computer-controlled handling, laying up, cutting, 
and compaction of COlllPO&ite tapes. 'l'he eabodi .. nt of tbeae concepts 
can be performed with equal effectiveness using a variety of different 
combined techniques. Thus the real value lies in tbe concept of 
automating tbeae atepa. 

Market Conditions 

1. Until very recently advanced CCJllPOsites accounted for only a 
negligible part of every military airplane. 'l'he evolution of 
composites in McDonnell f ightera illustrates tbe rate of growth in 
composite uae. 'l'he McDonnell F-15 Eagle baa a boron and graphite 
empennage accounting for two percent of the materials in the plane. 

· 'l'he F-18A Hornet now in prototype contains 10 percent graphite 
composites of wbicb 800 pounds are produced by McDonnell and 400 by 
Northrop. 'l'he VTOL Barrier, still in early preproduction pbaae, 
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contains 2S percent composite materials. Composites experts foresee 
that by 1990 there will be military planes they call •blackbirds,• 
constructed of SS to 60 percent composite materials. At the same time 
the size of components is increasing rapidly. The new Barrier design, 
for example, calla for 28-foot wing skins. 

2. The first use of composites bas been for airplane skins, but 
some companies are beginning to experiment with composite structural 
parts, as in the McDonnell Barrier. Designers disagree as to whether 
airplanes will incorporate significant structural use of composites in 
this century. The cost sensitivity in recent military acquisitions bas 
led to a countervailing trend in which weight bas been sacrificed for 
cost. 

3. Three firms have staked out leadership positions in various 
aspects of the composites area. Two of these, General Dynamics and 
Grunnan, have been leaders in composites manufacturing--General 
Dynamics for the fuselage and Grumman for the wing. McDonnell also 
claims leadership, but its leadership bas to do with the intricacies of 
composite design and with the types of advanced composite structures 
its designers are incorporating into aircraft. 

4. Adoption of composite equipment for limited production use is 
not quite as dependent on major program commitments as the adoption of 
other forms of automation bas been in conventional assembly areas. 
Most airframe companies recognize a need to gain experience in 
automating this new technical area in advance of volume production. 
Visions of future composites factories differ according to the 
production philosophies of different companies. The chief 
philosophical split seems to center on the balance between design and 
manufacturing. McDonnell and Grumman, for instance, bold the 
philosophy that the highest priorities should be design enabling and 
airplane performance, while General Dynamics tends to emphasise 
manufacturing considerations. 

s. The machine tool companies play a pivotal role in composite 
automation. They have been responsible for producing some of the key 
parts of equipment, in some cases transferring the technology from 
other industries such as adhesive tape producers and the garment 
industry. Since the materials suppliers made broadgoods available, a 
whole new set of equipment makers, previously focused on the garment 
industry, have entered the market. The result bas been that the 
previous suppliers perceived smaller markets and became leas willing to 
conunit themselves to equipment design without charging custom prices. 

The Air Force Materials Laboratory began to sponsor development of 
composite production technology in the mid-1960s when it funded General 
Dynamics to develop and improve its first composite tape-laying 
machine. In the late 1960s the Air Force Scottsdale Conference devoted 
a good deal of attention to composite automation. Both General 
Dynamics and Grunnan announced that they expected high volume use of 
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automated composite production in the next decade. General Dynaaica 
projected a need for 15 tape layibg machines for ita F-16 prograa, and 
Gruaman anticipated that 5 would be needed for ita P-14 program. 

After funding a second General Dynaaica contract in tbe early 
1970a, tbe AlML acknowledged tbe proliferation of composite 
manufacturing tecbnologiea by funding a group of four different 
integrated caapoaite production ayatem programs in 1976-79. 'l'beae 
projects bad two objectiveaa to find out where the coats were in 
composite manufacturing and to encourage complete automation of tbe 
entire labor-intensive process. The case described here ia a program 
to improve still further tbe General Dynamics advanced composite tape 
laying bead, one of tbe f irat projects funded under the AlML 
manufacturing technology group's CQllPO&itea production integration 
program. 

General Dynaaica 

General Dynaaica (see description in Appendix B) waa a pioneer in 
autollating composites production. It developed ita first mechanised 
device for lay-up of advanced fiber CQllPO&ite tape in 1965, using 
corporate funding, and took out baaic patents covering the technique. 
At that ti .. composite materials were available only in tape form. 
General Dynamics was the first user of tbree-incb tape instead of the 
one-inch format previously available. 

Having proved the feasibility of ita tape-laying concepts, General 
Dynamics requested support from the AlML for a development program to 
build and da.onatrate a full-scale tape-laying machine. 'l'he machine 
waa designed and built by Conrac Corporation, a subcontractor to 
General Dynamics. 'l'he Conrac machine contained COJIPUter control, a 
head that moved along three axea, a six-inch guillotine ahear, and a 
sprocketed tape guide ayatem that used tbe tape backing paper to orient 
tbe tapea. The machine would lay a strip of tape no leas than 9.75 
incbea long. It was a prototype, but one that proved sturdy enough for 
production use. 

In 1972 General Dynamics, by this time well into the prototype 
phase of the F-16, secured another Air Force contract to develop a new 
tape laying bead capable of positioning the tape without a sprocketed 
guidance ayatea. 'l'he improved bead went into production on F-16 
prototypes in May 1974. 

In the early 1970a materials suppliers began making broadgooda 
available. Many COllpaniea saw in broadgooda tbe possibility for 
greater design flexibility--albeit at greater coat--but General 
Dynaaica maintained a steadfast COllllitment to tape on several grounds. 

• Broadgooda coat more per pound. 
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Tape was, by General Dynamics's estimate, the lowest cost 
approach by 10 percent. Since tape was laid up and cut to 
near final shape there was less scrap than with broadqoods. 

The extra handling problems caused by the material's liaited 
shelf life and the varied mix of materials required a 
sophisticated storage, inventory control, and retrieval system. 

The tape could be inspected as it was laid down7 broadgoods 
required more sophisticated inspection ahead of time or higher 
scrap parts later. 

Flexibility and intelligence could be incorporated in the 
machine, not in skilled workers. 

Still another important consideration was General Dynamics's 
organizational investment and proprietary position in tape 
equipment. 

The composite production philosophy that emerged as General 
Dynamics defined its choices relative to those of other composite users 
emphasized three factors. First, it was of highest importance that 
each composite part be fabricated in the 110st cost-effective manner. 
Second, the invest .. nt should be made in sophisticated equipment rather 
than in materials handling and control systems. Third, General 
Dynamics would instruct its designers to design composite components 
that were manufactured using the tape-based process, even if that 
required them to limit their designs as to weight or performance to 
some degree. The embodiment of this philosophy was a system using 
ply-on-ply, near net shape laminates with automatic process control. 

As the F-16 production program began in 1976, the Air Force funded 
General Dynamics to develop new manufacturing concepts for tape laying 
to overcome the drawbacks of its previous tape layers and provide for a 
fully automated composite production system. The chief objectives of 
the contract were to eliminate hand laying, cut any form or angle 
(which the guillotine shear would not do), and lay pieces shorter than 
the 9.75 inch minimum. While the program was underway the Conrac 
improved head was used in production for lay up of vertical stabilizers. 

This program continued under changing leadership from 1976 until 
after the final report in March 1980. The head remains in the 
laboratory. Through it is said to work, General Dynamics has so far 
had difficulty getting a machine tool builder to build it at an 
acceptable price. Ingersoll-Rand has meanwhile built a non-prototype 
version of the Conrac which is being debugged for production. A new 
version of this equipment, capable of laying one-inch and six-inch 
tapes, is out for bid, but bids so far are more than twice the previous 
machine cost. To adopt the latest improved head supported by the APML 
into production would require debugging it on the Conrac which, through 
nominally a prototype, has been the most reliable production equipment 
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General Dynaaica baa bad. Even provisional adoption of tbe new bead, 
therefore, will probably await tbe successful and reliable operation of 
tbe Ingersoll-Rand. 

GrW111an 

GrW111an (see description in Appendix B), like General Dynaaics, bad 
pursued mechanisation followed by automation of composite production 
aince tbe early days of CQllPOaite materals availability. In tbe late 
1960s it borrowed tbe Conrac machine for evaluation. It rejected tbe 
Conrac aa too inaccurate in lay-up and cutting and purchased instead a 
Metro tape bead. The GrWlllan lay-up approach differed from that of 
General Dynaaics. While General Dynaaica laid up ita plies one over 
tbe other on a large template, GrWlllan inspected each ply separately 
and tben fit eacb ply into a stepped fraae. GrW111an'a plies had to 
have precision edgea in order to fit whereas General Dynaaics' could be 
near final shape and then triaaed after curing. 

The Metro machine bad been developed by tbe Metro Company for uae 
at 3M. GrW111an's Advanced Development Group modified tbe Metro aacbine 
for centerline tracking to eliainate the sprocket boles and four-incb 
paper. In 1969 it built its own mechanical Plintstone machine for tbe 
P-14 program. In anticipation of work on tbe unwieldy B-1 bomber 
structure, the borisontal stabiliser, it modified tbe Plintstone to 
handle larger P-14 mylara. Proa the beginning, then, two factors drove 
GrUlllan to puraue composite production technology. One was accurate 
lay-up leading to consistent, high quality productioni tbe other was 
handling of large parta. 

In tbe early 1970s GrWlllan aaw broadgoods as an opportunity for 
increased design flexibility. Beginning to analyze the entire 
composite production process as a ayatea, tbe Advanced Production 
Proceaa Group began on its own to develop concepts for an integrated 
laminating center (ILC) in 1974-76. The reports of GD'a improved tape 
bead were available in 1974. Grwmnan compared tbe General Dynaaics 
head with two other •class• macbinea designed to do similar tasks, tbe 
LTV bead and tbe Boeing Vertol bead. Thia time versatility was the 
decisive criterion because tbe LTV bead could deal with shorter miniaum 
lengths of tape. Grumman once again rejected the General Dynamics 
alternative in favor of the LTV bead to incorporate into its planned 
laminating center. In 1977 Grumman received APML funding for 
evaluation of and demonstration of ILC concepts as applied to the B-1 
stabilizer. The ILC combined tape laying capability with broadgoods 
production capability in the same facility. It eventually installed a 
laaer cutter to cut the broadgooda. It was rated to produce eight 
stabilisers per aontb. 

While the previous case (Appendix B) shows that there were poor 
connunications between Grumman and General Dynamics during the period 
in question, the decisive factor in GrW111an's non-adoption of the 
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General Dynamics tape laying machine seems to have been the existence 
of alternatives that 110re closely matched GrW111an'a preferred 
manufacturing philosophy, which emphasised consistency, accuracy, and 
versatility for design performance over manufacturing cost 
effectiveness and volume production. 

McDonnell 

McDonnell Douglas (see description in Appendix B) pursued a 
leadership position of a different kind from Grumman and General 
Dynamics in the area of composite materials. Known as an 
engineering-dominated design house, McDonnell favored the production 
technology that was the most flexible from the design point of view. 
By the late 1960s it waa clear that McDonnell designers would find many 
uses for composites in nuaerous conf igurationa. 

McDonnell began tracking tape-laying machines in 1969 when Boeing 
Vertol de110nstrated its version of a tape layer using 2 1/2 inch 
fiberglass tape. After the Scottsdale Conference, where General 
Dynamics and GrWlllan projected big needs for tape-laying equipment on 
their next programs, McDonnell 110nitored the Air Force's sponsored 
developments of the Conrac used by General Dynamics. Its composite 
engineers made trips to Vertol and to LTV to see their versions. But 
all had unacceptable gaps and overlaps by McDonnell's standards. 

In May 1972 the McDonnell manufacturing process engineers became 
aware of a new approach to composite production using broadgooda cut by 
a laser cutter. After evaluating this approach in comparison with the 
General Dynamics and LTV tape layers, McDonnell ordered a laser cutter 
in 1974. McDonnell's chief reasons for opting for the laser were its 
need for accuracy in cutting, laydown accuracy, and the ability to cut 
irregular shapes. 'l'be firm also wanted a throughput rate that none of 
the tape layers available offered, since it needed to cut single layers 
and often laid up 55 layer plies. It intended to keep single layer 
cutting to give maximum scope to designers. The raw material coat in 
broadgooda form, which it also calculated at a 10 percent total cost 
differential from tape, was a factor1 but it see11ed likely that 
McDonnell could eventually begin to make its own broadgoods in the 
12-foot long bites that seemed optimum for the type of nesting 
McDonnell typically did. 

McDonnell's i111ediate reason for non-adoption of the General 
Dynamics or other tape layers was its dissimilar manufacturing 
philosophy. In ti11e, when high volume composites production becolles 
coDDOnplace, McDonnell could well invest in some form of tape layer to 
fabricate small components, but for the present the main capital 
investment will continue to be in the broadgooda area. 
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Northrop 

Northrop, McDonnell'• partner in tbe F-18 prograa, came to composite 
production in tbe aid-1970a, later than the other companies. As a 
reault, it was in a position to cbooae between tape and broadgooda. It 
baa a low volume of composite components to make, and they are fairly 
amall in aise. Altbougb it ia known as a low-coat producer, Northrop 
alao placea a very bigb priority on flexibility and it judgea 
broadgooda to be conaiatent with that pbiloaopby. Consequently it baa 
not pursued tbe idea of a tape layer. Like GrUDlllan it baa received 
AnlL support for an integrated COllpoaites production facility, but ita 
approach to tbe concept baa been aucb different. 

In 1976 Northrop gathered a group of people from several levela of 
management to visualise what a composites factory might lcok like in 
1990. From that point ita engineering department assembled a aeries of 
building blocka to achieve thia objective gradually. Instead of the 
laser cutter wbicb will cut only single plies, it baa adopted tbe 
Gerber cutter which will handle multiple pliea. It baa added to that 
other equipment that bas been used successfully outside tbe industry 
but bas hitherto been unfamiliar in air frame manufacturing. In 
general tbe characteristic approach Northrop bas taken to manufacturing 
innovation is to adopt feasible technology froa any industry and adapt 
it for ita purposes. 

Northrop's reason for non-adoption of the General Dynaaica 
equipment ia the clearest example of a aiamatcb in manufacturing 
philosophies, to the point that Northrop did not consider the tape 
laying concept at all. 
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Co!Ro•ite Tape Laying CbronologY 

1965 General Dynamics begina mechanisation of composite tape laying 

1966-67 Pirat AlllL contract reaulta in Conrac machine 

1969 

1970 

Early 
1970s 

'l'be AlllL bolda tbe Scottsdale conference and publicise• 
expectations for future au~tion in compoaitea. 

Grwmaan builda Plintatone machine for P-14 prograa to handle 
larger P-14 mylara in anticipation of B-1 borisontal 
stabilhera. 

Composites become available in broadgooda form. 

1972-73 General Dynaaics baa AlllL contract to improve Conrac bead. 

1974 McDonnell COD11its to broadgoods and laser. 

1975-76 Grumaan develops Integrated Laminating Center (ILC) using LTV 
tape bead concepts. 

1976 'l'be AlllL aponaora General Dynamics in another tape laying bead 
improv8118nt, this tiae under beading of integrated composite 
production. 

1977 Grm111an gets contract fra11 tbe AlllL for application of ILC 
ideaa to B-1 stabiliser and Northrop receives support for its 
IPAC (Integrated Pabrication for Advanced COIDpositea). 
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